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The purpose of this chapter is to introduce a powerful class ofmathematicalmodels: the artiicial neural networks.

This is a very general term that includesmany different systems and various types of approaches, both from statis-

tics and computer science. The analogy is not very detailed, but it serves to introduce the concept of parallel and

distributed computing. Neural networks explain and give the proper demonstration for the applications of neural

networks and wireless network. The artiicial network and wireless network have strong connection and can be

investigated and explained properly. There are also some models which are called mathematical models which

can explain and demonstrate the artiicial and wireless networks in detail. There are many organizations which

are using artiicial neural networks by using sensor technology for wide range of purpose. Then we analyze in

detail a widely applied type of artiicial neural network: the feed-forward network with error back-propagation

algorithm. We illustrate the architecture of themodels, themain learningmethods and data representation, show-

ing how to build a typical artiicial neural network. Our aim is not to examine them all (it would be a very long

discussion), but to understand the basic functionality and the possible implementations of this powerful tool. We

initially introduce neural networks, by analogy with the human brain.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by TAF Publishing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Artiicial neural network can be applied to various ields

and has very broad range of tasks in many different disci-

plines. The main focus is on those areas which are very

close to the potential networking systemof neural networks

and wireless network system. There are some applications

which give the arbitrary solution. There are some same

characteristics which can categories neural networks clas-

siication in different problems. The main ability of neural

network structure is to perform different universal func-

tions like ability to form and decide complex decisions on

the bases of generalizations [1]. There are some capabilities

of importance in virtually models of neural networks which

can be derived from observed behavior and constraints.

Artiicial neural network system is information processing

systemwhich designed and inspired like as the nervous sys-

tem [2]. Thisworks as like humanbrain processes the infor-

mation for different types of inputs in biological way. The

main key element is for this system,which is called informa-

tion system of different types networking system [3]. This

system exists between the biological and synaptic connec-

tions of neurons. Inwireless technology, computer network

and data network based on different systems like different

types of wires, switches, routers and wireless systems. In

computer network system, all the computer systems and

network devices pass through data from different states to

other devices for connectivity and sharing of data [4]. The

connections are established with wires and wireless tech-

nology system with devices of networks. These connec-

tions are established with nodes, clients or server comput-

ers and dedicated servers are also used for sharing, send-

ing and receiving of data. This system comprises over on

many highly interconnected elements like neurons. These

elements solved different problems. The ANN and wireless

technology system conigure different speciic application

and problems according to the recognition of pattern sys-
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tem and different types of classiication of data. There are

many similarities of neural network and human body struc-

ture network which detects different types of errors and

sort out the problem and errors very carefully. The neu-

ral network applications have existing problems in different

ields [5, 6].

A. ANN Theory and Models and Research Objectives

Different type ofNeuralNetworks has beenproposedbut all

of them have three things in common: the individual neu-

ron, the connection between them (architecture), and the

learning algorithm. Each type restricts the kind of connec-

tions that are possible. For example, it may specify that if

one neuron is connected to another, then the second neu-

ron cannot have another connection towards the irst.

Fig. 1. General classiication of ANNmodels

Shows a general classiication of ANN models. These de-

vices are made to talk with each other for communication

purpose. Early system was used to send telegraphs and

telephone has invented from these types of things for com-

munication. Early devices for communications were dif-

ferent and complicated for passing the data but now days

the system is completely changed [7]. The developers have

connected the computers system in such a way that these

computers can use different resources, sharing of data and

transferring of data worldwide in different formats. The

new system was introduced as communication protocol

which is knownasdata packet switchingwithnumber of ap-

plications like voice transmissions and other protocols [8].

B. Objectives

1. Parallel processing can perform more than one tasks at

the same time over the network.

2. All information stored on ANN network not only on

database.

3. This model helps in understanding the non-linear com-

plex relationship with human brain.

Requirement engineering models mainly presents profes-

sional projects of managers, software architecture of sys-

tem developers and software engineers can take beneit

from these models to produce new things and structures of

latest innovation for future. Requirement engineeringmod-

els sometimes depend on attributes which help in develop-

ing the software. In requirement engineering models the

most critical and complex process for the development of

technical systems [9, 10]. So this model helps in describing

the multidisciplinary roles of software requirement engi-

neering are vital in recognizing the patterns for social inter-

action between different models of engineering. The main

reason in software developing model is requirement engi-

neering process has most important and dominant effect of

capabilities of resulting products by software engineering

[11]. Furthermore software engineering is a process of di-

versifying the products which demands from the most di-

versiied set of stakeholders. There is another reasonwhich

makes the project complicated and dificult I requirement

engineering models. Requirement engineering models is a

systematic approach towards through software engineer-

ing collects requirement from several sources and these

sources are implemented in development process [12, 13].
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Fig. 2. neurons and neural structure

Requirement engineering basically activities cover the

whole system and software development cycle with the im-

plementation of different sources. Mainly the software en-

gineering is iterative process of models. However in large

and complex companies structure which get the support of

developing the accurate requirements which are helpful in

developing the software strategies. In thisway, these strate-

gies remain consistent until several years and month [14].

Requirement engineeringmodels development has been re-

alized to be impossible practices and iterative process of

software engineering structures with other activities of de-

sign and coding phase.

II. METHODOLOGY

There are some rules which are called iring rules and these

rules have important concept in neural network and wire-

less system. These rules give the calculations method for

getting input and output of the system [15]. This system

maintains and relates to the neural network system. WLAN

these rules can create the hamming distance in the network.

There is collection of training patterns for different nodes

and cause to ire the input patterns these patterns are not

in the collection list. They have lot of input elements in the

list and they are very close to the pattern taught to the in-

deinite state. There are three inputswhich are taught to the

output for different links of the x1 and x2. There are more

inputs called 111 and 101 to the 0 input and the inputs 000

or more than this range [16].

TABLE 1

WIRELESS NETWORK SYSTEM

CALCULATIONS METHOD

X1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

X2 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

X3 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0

In out 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0

TABLE 2

WIRELESS NETWORK SYSTEM CALCULATIONS

METHOD INPUT AND OUTPUT

X1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0

X2 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1

X3 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0

In out 0 1 1 0/1 1/0 1 0 0

Artiicial neural network is connected to the device for get-

ting inputs and outputs form the network structure. There

are two modes of operation can be found in neuron struc-

ture [17]. These modes are classiied as training mode and

using mode. Neurons can ire particulars pattern for the

network in training mode but in using mode neurons can

ireddetected inputs. There are all events of neural network

belong to the training and using session.

Fig. 3. Neural network's mathematical notation

A. Pattern Recognition in Neural Network System

There is an important feature of neural network system is

called pattern recognition. This pattern can be used by us-

ing feed forward. Neural network is designed according to

the training system [18]. The network is designed to get the

inputs from the system. Network is designed to receive the

outputs from pattern. When neural network is used it gets

the inputs from the pattern and then shows the response

behavior according to that input behavior. The power of ar-

tiicial network comes to true when it uses inputs [19]. The

neural network gets the input and use the taught pattern to

recognize the pattern and sensors.

III. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

There are capabilities of ultra wide bands. These are end-

less in network system. This ultra wide band can achieve

the data rates separately. This can be in the range of 100 to

50 Mbps. So these data rates can easily be achieved. The

transmission rate of the data rates in network can be dif-

ferent from different range of ratio between 2 to 10 meters

long. This is because of the strict limitations of the system

network in neural network system [20]. The ultra violet can

achieve the limitations of the network. The capacity of the
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network can also be achieved. When the transmission range

is less than 10 to 12 meters, this seriously affects the net-

work system and the whole network system becomes de-

tectable in sensor. If the transmission is higher than 12 then

the frequency of the network is changed and protocols start

moving from low to higher level [21].

A. Recognition of Network System in Artiicial Network

This network is designed to accept the patterns which are

called T and H. The all associated patterns are called black

and other called simulators [22].

Fig. 4. Neural nets
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Fig. 5. Pattern input output

B. Comparison and Decision in Neural Network and

Wireless Sensors

There are some features which are relevant to the features

of blue tooth and RF system. These are detected by pro-

tocols. These protocols are separately assigned to the net-

work system. The data from this table move from one lo-

cation to the other location [23]. There are many factors

which can affect the data transmission. The data can make

the inal decision from one place to the other in graph.

WPAN All the factors are going in proper direction and give

excellent advantage. All protocols give best work to the fac-

tors of the inal decision. The all factors of protocols are

weighed in discussion [24].

C. Complicated Structure of Neuron and Artiicial Net-

work

The previous neuron system does not support the conven-

tional computers and these computers can not delay in

working. A more sophisticated is developed for the neu-

ral network system. In previous system, the inputs are

weighted and each decision is taken on the base of the sen-

sor [25]. The weight of different inputs is complicated and

can be designed to be multiplied. These all weights are

added together in the system to receive the proper signals

from the network system. These are the other conditions

where neurons are not set to transmit [26].

D. MCPNeuronStructureandSystemofNeuralNetwork

System

The addition of network system and input weights to make

it threshold structure of the neuron network system to clas-

siied the structure of the neural network system. The neu-

ron related to the MCP has the ability to share and denotes

the particular system in network system. The former sys-

tem is used to forward the feedback network system in

wireless network structure [27].

E. Network Detection Frequency Shift Keying in Neural

andWireless Network System (FSK)

FSK is digital modulation method and technique which can

be similar in frequency and modulation of FM. This sup-

ports to analog devices. But this is the main difference be-

tween FSK and FM. Each digital symbol has different fre-

quencies of 101 for FSK. This is the map which can specify

the frequency properly. The main and big advantage is that

this FSK assigns the symbols in network [28].

F. Neural System and Orthogonal Frequency Division

Multiplexing in Network andWireless System of Neu-

ral Network (OFDM)

The main task of OFMD is to divide the modulation parts in

bandwidth into smaller bandwidth of modulation. This can

carries the frequencies that close to the orthogonally in the

network system. This bandwidth of OFDMconsist single set

of transmitted data. This can transmit the data into differ-

ent smaller parts [29].

G. Neural Network and Wireless Techniques for Phase

Shift Keying (PSK)

This is another technique that is similar to the modulation

phase that communicates with the system in modulation.
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There are inite set of phases that maps in speciic bit rate

[30]. This binarymapbit key canmap to the keys to the zero

value. There are two main symbols of BPSK.

H. Artiicial Neural networks and Wireless Network

Comparison of Conventional Computers

Neural network can deal with different and different ap-

proaches to sort out the problems and networking system.

Conventional computers are used I networking and artii-

cial intelligence. Computers receive the instructions to han-

dle different types of instructions so that machine will exe-

cute the instructions properly and process data [31]. There

is problem in doing the speciic steps and execute the steps

in differentways. Sometimes computer can follow the steps

and execute the instructions properly. There are some con-

ventional computers which can support the systems in net-

works. The computers can sort different conlict issues be-

tween the systems and the other servers which are con-

nected with that [32]. There are some restricted problems

which can sort out the problems quickly. There are some

computers which can be more useful and can better han-

dle the network security and structure of the networking

system. The problems with networking and the servers are

the main problem of lot of users at the same time [28]. The

neural network can process all the information as our hu-

man brain is processing the information.

I. Neural network Proposed Solution andWireless Fac-

tors

DCS system is used tomonitor the network systembywires.

It helps in inding the locations of the networks. Bu this sys-

tem cannot be used in wireless technology. This system is

required to connect the devices with wires in network sys-

tem. This system is ineficient to trace out the faults which

are presents in the network and would not be able to ind

collision detection in the network. (WEP) If the network

is accessed by the users this gives ineficiency and the net-

work system is stuck [15]. To sort out the problem this

system is fully monitored by wireless system. The all de-

vices are capable of connecting with the wireless network.

This thesis is concerned with the development of neural

network system to ind different errors and problems form

the network alongwithWLAN andWAN system [26]. When

this system is connected the wired system is switched to

the wireless system and the wireless system can be used to

monitor for the entire network. Once the wireless network

system is integrated and the neural network systemhelps in

inding the errors by collision detection. There is no inter-

ferenceof different types of collision and thenetworkworks

smoothly [22]. Protocol system is also introduced in neural

network system to make the network system reliable and

eficient wireless connection. It runs smoothly the network

system of the sensors. There are many multiple devices in

the speciic area and can be eficient in the network. A deci-

sion is made eficient to detect the sensor system 40.

J. Feedback Network System in Artiicial Network Sys-

tem

Feedback system has different networking system and plat-

form. These signals travel in both directions. Feedback sys-

tem in networks is powerful and can sort out extreme com-

plication. These feedback systems are dynamic their state

and direction changing continuously until it reaches at cer-

tain point. Feedback system is architecture of interactive

and recurrent system of the denote feedback [17].

K. Supervised Learning in Neural Network

There is an external teacherwhowill control the output unit

system in network system. There is learning process in the

unit which can give the response according to the network

sensors. Global information is required I the system. There

are errors in the system which can move the errors. There

is an important concerning issue which can lead to the de-

sired computed system.

L. Unsupervised Learning in Neural Network System

There is no external teacher who will do on the bases of lo-

cal information. This is called self organization information

of the system. Data is represented to the network system

for setting network [20].

M. Transferring Function in Neural Network

The system of neural network is based on artiicial network

system. This is only speciied for the network. This project

falls in three categories in neural network. The names of

three categories are linear, threshold and sigmoid. There

are some linear units. The linear units give different activi-

ties and output. (PDA) This depends on the total weighted

output system. In three units system, the output is set for

the three levels. These three levels are different and same.

The sigmoid units can give output.

N. Example to Show the Training Procedure in Net-

working System

The network is assumed to recognize the digits of the net-

working. In this system an array is used to detect the sen-

sors innetwork system. Thenetworkneedsmore sensors to

detect the networking system. This type of network needs
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256 inputs and then these inputs will be given outputs by

detecting sensors. These sensors record different range of

values from on section to the other section and this section

will support thenetworkproperly. This kindof digit records

the reading of the sensors

O. TheBackgroundPropagation of Algorithm inNeural

Networks andWireless

There are some tasks in which neural networks perform

some training costs. The each unit is given the errors be-

tweendescription andoutput. The actual output is reduced.

This network is required to reduce the network problem

from the network system. This system is also known as the

error derivative system of the EW process.

P. Main Applications of Neural Networks and Wireless

Network Practice of Neural Networks and Wireless

Network System

There is complete description of the neural network han-

dling system. How the real world applications are suited for

the network. The neural network system has its broad ap-

plication to control the entire network system. This appli-

cation can solve the real world problems and applications.

Neural network system is applied to themanyorganizations

and industries. So this can be applied to many network in-

dustries. Neural networks are best to identifying different

patterns and trends in data industry I which they are suited

for the prediction of the needs [33].

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK

There is parallel system run with the support of real time.

Neural networks can also contribute to those areas inwhich

research is done like neurology and other departments.

They are regularly using different models of models parts

in living organisms. The internal mechanism can be eas-

ily investigated. The neural network is most inspective and

network created system which deals different sensors. The

neural network system can automatically detect sensors

and pass the data to other nodes of the server. Most ex-

citing part is conscious area of network which can produce

mechanical property. So the inally I would like to explain

more terms and details of the network system which can

produce huge network system in wireless and other net-

work servers. These networks also promote the fuzzy logic

and other related networks. In wireless technology, com-

puter network anddata network based ondifferent systems

like different types of wires, switches, routers and wireless

systems. In computer network system, all the computer sys-

tems and network devices pass through data from different

states to other devices for connectivity and sharing of data

[4]. The connections are established with wires and wire-

less technology system with devices of networks. These

connections are established with nodes, clients or server

computers and dedicated servers are also used for sharing,

sending and receiving of data.
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